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Journal Scope 
ACS Photonics is dedicated to publishing high-impact research in the rapidly evolving field of 
photonics. The journal seeks to be the primary publication avenue for work in the areas where 
photonics and optoelectronics are key enabling technologies. Interdisciplinary research and research 
addressing emerging issues in photonics are of particular interest. Areas of interest to the journal 
include:  
 

• Molecular and nano-photonics 
• Solid state inorganic materials for optoelectronics 
• Polymer and organic optoelectronic materials 
• Plasmonics and optical metamaterials 
• Photonic crystals 
• Mesoscale photonics and optoelectronics 
• Nonlinear optics and materials 
• Quantum optics and single-photon processes 
• Flexible electronics and displays 
• Silicon photonics 
• Optical switching, memory, and data storage 
• Lasers, quantum electronics, and optical amplifiers 
• LEDs and solid-state lighting 
• Photonics for energy materials 
• Biophotonics 
• Micro- and nano-optoelectromechanical systems 
• Modeling and simulation of photonic processes 

 

Types of Content 
ACS Photonics publishes original Articles, Letters, Perspectives, and Reviews that highlight recent 
developments and that further the understanding of photonics.  
 
Articles. Concise, yet comprehensive, original research presenting an advance of immediate, broad, 
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and lasting impact. Articles are not intended to be follow-up manuscripts, unless they contain new and 
extensive information that will advance the understanding of the system. Articles are peer-reviewed 
and contain an unreferenced abstract of 250 words or less. Abstracts should not contain abbreviations 
or acronyms unless essential. A referenced introduction should expand on the background of the work. 
In general, Articles include 8–10 display items (figures/tables/schemes) and ~50 references. 
Supporting Information may be included. Articles include a graphical Table of Contents (TOC) entry 
and a list of up to six keywords. Articles should be in the range of 4-6 formatted Journal pages. 
 
Letters. Brief reports of original research focused on an individual significant finding. Letters are peer-
reviewed and begin with an unreferenced abstract of less than 150 words. Abstracts should not contain 
abbreviations or acronyms unless essential. Letters may include unheaded sections for the Introduction 
and combined Results and Discussion and a headed section for Methods that can also contain 
subsections. Letters should contain 4–6 display items (figures/tables/schemes) and ~30 references. 
Letters should include sufficient experimental detail to allow others to reproduce the findings 
presented. Supporting Information is encouraged. Letters should be approximately 3 formatted Journal 
pages (~3000 words) or less in length, including the abstract, body text, methods, references, and 
figure/scheme legends. Letters include a graphical TOC entry and a list of up to six keywords. 
 
Perspectives. Brief, focused reviews of a field or area. They are not intended to be comprehensive 
reviews of a field, but should highlight a particular emerging topic in photonics of interest to the 
community. Authors of Perspectives are asked to assess the current status of the field with an emphasis 
toward identifying key advances being made or those advances that are needed, and with an eye to the 
future. The Perspective should touch base with the current literature including key contributors and 
references, but will primarily serve to inspire and help direct future research efforts. Authors may be 
invited by the Editor to submit Perspectives. Authors interested in submitting a Perspective are 
strongly encouraged to contact the Editor prior to manuscript preparation and submission to seek 
conditional approval of the proposed topic. One-page proposals should be sent to the Editor, Dr. Harry 
Atwater (eic@photonics.acs.org), for consideration. Perspectives should be in the range of 5-8 
formatted Journal pages. 
 
Reviews. Topical, brief, and of general interest to the readership. Reviews are peer-reviewed and 
should contain an unreferenced abstract of 250 words or less. A good review critically evaluates 
existing work, provides a logical organization, and makes the material more easily available to those 
not expert in the area through clear text and figures. Reviews should contain ~100 references, and the 
use of graphics to illustrate key concepts is strongly encouraged. Reviews should include keywords 
and a graphical TOC entry consisting of a colorful figure that represents the topic of the review. 
Authors may choose to divide the review into sections preceded by headings. Reviews should be in the 
range of 8-12 formatted Journal pages. 
 

Submission Procedure 
Authors must submit manuscripts online at http://paragonplus.acs.org/login. Complete details 
regarding acceptable file formats, etc., are available at this site. Submission is taken to imply that all 
coauthors have approved of the content and submission to ACS Photonics and that the corresponding 
author is authorized to represent all authors. The Web submission site employs state-of-the-art security 
mechanisms to ensure that all electronically submitted manuscripts are secure. These same security 

mailto:eic@photonics.acs.org
http://paragonplus.acs.org/login
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mechanisms are also utilized throughout the peer-review process, permitting access only to editors and 
reviewers who are assigned to a particular paper. 
 
Journal Publishing Agreement 
A properly completed and signed Journal Publishing Agreement must be submitted for each 
manuscript. ACS Paragon Plus provides an electronic version of the Agreement that will be available 
on the My Authoring Activity tab of the corresponding author's Home page once the manuscript has 
been assigned to an editor. A PDF version of the Agreement is also available, but authors are 
strongly encouraged to use the electronic Journal Publishing Agreement. If the PDF version is 
used, all pages of the signed PDF Agreement must be submitted. If the corresponding author 
cannot or should not complete either the electronic or PDF version for any reason, another author 
should complete and sign the PDF version of the form. Forms and complete instructions are available 
at http://pubs.acs.org/page/copyright/journals/index.html. 
 
Writing Style and Language Usage 
ACS Photonics papers will have broad reach; therefore, making all manuscripts accessible to scientists 
across various disciplines is essential. The editors may request that authors rewrite portions of the 
manuscript if it is not accessible to a broad audience. Clarity and conciseness are critical requirements 
for publications. The ACS Style Guide (http://pubs.acs.org/page/books/styleguide/index.html)  is a 
valuable resource with information on preparing and writing manuscripts for publication. Authors 
should consult The ACS Style Guide for guidance on style, word-usage conventions, nomenclature, 
physical quantity symbols and units, abbreviations, use of italics, and punctuation. Additionally, 
authors who are not fully fluent in idiomatic English are urged to obtain assistance with manuscript 
preparation from a colleague whose native language is English.  
 
Assistance with English Language Editing 
Authors may want to have their manuscripts edited professionally before submission to improve 
clarity. The ACS ChemWorx English Editing Service can assist you in improving and polishing the 
language in your manuscript. You can learn more about the services offered, at 
http://es.acschemworx.acs.org. 
 
Cover Letter 
A letter must accompany the submission and contain the following elements: 

• Manuscript title 
• Name of the corresponding author 
• Name(s) of any other author(s) 
• A paragraph explaining why the paper is appropriate for ACS Photonics 
• A note whether the manuscript was discussed with an ACS Photonics Editor before submission 

(optional) 
• A short (~150 word) lay summary describing the significance of the study for a broad audience  

 
If your manuscript is accepted for publication, ACS Photonics may choose to promote your research 
article through press communications. 
 
Manuscript 
Title. Titles should clearly and concisely reflect the emphasis and content of the manuscript and be 
accessible to a broad audience. Titles are of great importance for current awareness and information 

http://pubs.acs.org/page/copyright/journals/index.html
http://pubs.acs.org/page/books/styleguide/index.html
http://es.acschemworx.acs.org/
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retrieval and should be carefully constructed for these purposes. One option that authors may wish 
to consider is to present a significant outcome in the title. Titles should not contain specialized 
abbreviations or jargon. Editors may request author revision of a title at any time prior to 
publication. 
 
Author List. Include all those who have made substantial contributions to the work. To facilitate 
indexing and retrieval and for unique identification of an author, use first names, initials, and surnames 
(e.g., John R. Smith) or first initials, second names, and surnames (e.g., J. Robert Smith). At least one 
author must be designated with an asterisk as the person to whom correspondence should be 
addressed. 
 
Author Affiliations. The author affiliation(s) listed should be the institution(s) where the work was 
conducted. If the present address of an author is different from that at which the work was done, that 
address should be given in an Author Information note. Complete postal details should be provided, 
including zip/postal code and country. 
 
Abstract. All Articles, Letters, Perspectives, and Reviews must contain an abstract, which should 
provide a succinct, informative summation of the most important results and conclusions. Ideally, an 
abstract should be 150-250 words. Abbreviations should be used sparingly and spelled out when first 
used. Abstracts display the same graphic provided for the TOC. 
 
Keywords. Authors should provide a list of up to six keywords to be displayed below the abstract of 
their publication. 
 
Introduction. In this unheaded section, the purpose and significance of the research should be clearly 
stated and placed in the context of earlier work in the area. Historical summaries are seldom 
warranted. Do not attempt a complete survey of the literature. If a recent article has summarized work 
on the subject, cite that article without repeating its individual citations. In general, the introductory 
section should be ~750 words for a Letter and ~1000 words for an Article. 
 
Results and Discussion. Present this section concisely. The first paragraphs should explain the 
motivation for the work. Use tables and figures only if they are essential for the comprehension of the 
data. Do not present the same data in more than one figure or in both a figure and a table. The purpose 
of the discussion is to interpret the results and to relate them to existing knowledge in the field. For 
manuscripts reporting structures derived from electron microscopy experiments, authors must provide 
one image showing the distribution of particles being analyzed, the percentage of the particles being 
used in the reconstruction, and a correlation coefficient plot (or equivalent data) to indicate the 
resolution of the presented structure. Upon request from the editor, the authors must provide additional 
experimental data as required. 
 
Methods. Provide a clear, unambiguous description of materials, methods, and equipment in sufficient 
detail to permit repetition of the work elsewhere. Describe novel experimental procedures in detail, but 
refer to published procedures by literature citation of both the original and any published 
modifications. Precautions for handling dangerous material or for performing hazardous procedures 
must be explicitly stated. 
 
Self-Citations. The use of excessive self-citations is not permitted. 
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Appendices. Appendix sections must be placed in the Supporting Information. 
 
Abbreviations. Acronyms and abbreviations that are not broadly familiar to readers in all disciplines of 
chemistry should be introduced in parentheses following the full term on its first appearance in the 
text. Do not include a separate Abbreviations list. 
 
Acknowledgments. Dedications and notes acknowledging financial or professional assistance to the 
conduct of research should be brief and placed in the Acknowledgments section. Personal dedications 
are discouraged. 
 
Author Information Notes. The e-mail address(es) of the corresponding author or authors must be 
provided as a Corresponding Author note. Present addresses for individual authors that are different 
from the address(es) at which the work was done should be given in a Present Addresses note. Simple 
equal authorship statements are allowed and may be presented in an Author Contribution note.  
 
Supporting Information. This information is made available to the reviewers during the peer-review 
process. The Supporting Information format of this journal can accommodate and make readily 
available almost any type of supplementary figures or data (e.g., reproductions of spectra, 
experimental procedures, tabulated data, or expanded discussion of peripheral findings). Supporting 
Information must be submitted at the same time as the manuscript and uploaded separately to the ACS 
Paragon Plus Environment. Do not upload content that is to be published in the article into the 
supporting information file(s). A list of acceptable file types is available on the Web 
http://paragonplus.acs.org)  
 
Information files of the same type should be prepared as a single file (rather than submitting a series of 
files containing individual images or structures). For example, all Supporting Information available as 
PDF files should be contained in one PDF file.  
 
Authors need to include a paragraph at the end of the paper indicating the nature of the Supporting 
Information material and the means by which an interested reader can obtain copies directly. Use the 
following format:  
 

Supporting Information Available: [Your description of the supporting materials.] This 
material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org. 

 
References and Footnotes. All the references and footnotes must be placed together in a list at the end 
of the manuscript text. Each numbered reference must contain only one literature citation. Many of the 
references will have links to other Web resources, such as the corresponding abstracts in Chemical 
Abstracts and the full text on publisher Web sites. Because of this electronic linking, and to aid 
scientific research, it is crucial that authors verify the accuracy of all reference citations and footnotes. 
 
Unnecessarily long lists of references should be avoided, and excessive self-citation is not permitted. 
However, authors must reference all previous publications in which portions of the present work have 
appeared. Literature references and explanatory footnotes must be numbered with Arabic numerals in 
the order of their first citation in the text and the corresponding numbers placed at the appropriate 
locations in the text as superscripted numerals without parentheses or brackets. 

http://paragonplus.acs.org/
http://pubs.acs.org/
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For journals (include article titles):  

1. Kaake, L. G.; Jasieniak, J. J.; Bakus, R. C.; Welch, G. C.; Moses, D.; Bazan, G. C.; Heeger, 
A. J. Photoinduced Charge Generation in a Molecular Bulk Heterojunction Material. J. Am. 
Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 19828-19838.  

 
For books:  

1. Craighead, H. G. Nanostructures in Electronics. In Nanomaterials: Synthesis, Properties 
and Applications; Edelstein, A., Cammatata, R., Eds.; Taylor and Francis: New York, 
1998; pp 565–566. 
 

Long footnotes should be avoided; additional data and peripheral discussion should be placed in the 
Supporting Information rather than in footnotes. Supplementary references may be placed in 
Supporting Information. 
 
Bibliographic references to classified documents and reports or references to unpublished materials 
that are not generally available to the scientific public should not be used. Authors must obtain written 
permission from any person whose work is cited as a personal communication, unpublished work, or 
work in press. Copies of letters of permission and documentation should be appended to the cover 
letter file. If the manuscript is accepted but the necessary permissions have not been received, the 
Editor will ask the author to remove the reference(s) and dependent text. 
 
Authors should consult The ACS Style Guide, 3rd ed.; American Chemical Society: Washington, DC, 
2006, for the appropriate style to use in citations of journal articles, books, and other publications. In 
literature references, journal abbreviations should be those used in the Chemical Abstracts Service 
Source Index (CASSI). 
 
Web-Enhanced Objects. ACS Photonics encourages the use of multimedia attachments such as 
animations and movies. These objects should complement a reader’s understanding of the research 
being reported. For acceptable file formats and specifications please refer to the Web page on 
Specifications for Web Enhanced Objects (http://pubs.acs.org/page/4authors/submission/weo.html). 
 
Table of Contents/Abstract Graphic. Each paper must include a single graphic to be used for the 
Table of Contents (TOC) and abstract. This graphic should capture the readers’ attention and, in 
conjunction with the manuscript title, give readers a visual impression of the essence of the paper 
without providing specific details. The best images for these uses are simple and relatively free of text 
and technical characters and make use of color for visual impact. Tables or spectra are not acceptable 
as TOC/abstract artwork. At final published size, any text should be ~6 points. These graphics should 
be ~8 cm (~3.15 in) in width and ~4 cm (~1.57 in) height, and must be ~300 dpi in resolution and in 
RGB color mode. 
 
Figures. Figures must include a caption giving the figure number and a brief description, preferably 
only one or two sentences. The caption should be understandable without reference to the text. It is 
preferable to place any key to symbols used in the artwork itself, not in the caption; colored symbols 

http://pubs.acs.org/page/copyright/permissions.html
http://cassi.cas.org/search.jsp
http://cassi.cas.org/search.jsp
http://pubs.acs.org/page/4authors/submission/weo.html
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cannot be reproduced in the caption. Ensure that any symbols and abbreviations used in the text agree 
with those in the artwork (see below for additional guidelines on preparation of artwork). 
 
 
 
Preparing and Submitting Manuscripts Using TeX/LaTeX 
ACS Publications currently supports TeX/LaTeX Version 2.0.2 and earlier. These guidelines will help 
you construct and submit the required files and materials for your paper. For best results, authors must 
generate their own manuscript PDF file and submit that with a zip file containing the main body of the 
TeX/LaTeX document (i.e., a file ending with .tex or .ltx), all files referenced in the main TeX/LaTeX 
document (including other .tex files), and any graphics files. 
 
Use of the freely available achemso style package to help prepare your submission is strongly 
encouraged. See Preparing and Submitting Manuscripts Using TeX/LaTeX for complete instructions. 
 
• Use only LaTeX2e. Use of plain TeX and RevTeX is discouraged. 
• Use generic style files whenever possible. Minimal formatting is all that is required in the 

document. 
• Include all sections of the article in a single file. Include the list of references within the LaTeX 

file. Captions must be created in the TeX/LaTeX document. 
• References should be cited in text using \cite{}, and the list of references should be itemized 

using \bibitem{}. 
• Use \frac to build fractions. Do not use \over or \stackrel to build fractions in displayed equations. 
• Use \sum_{}^{} for summations and \prod_{}^{} for products. 
• Use the array environment only to build true matrices, not for aligning multiline equations. 
• Use characters/symbols in the generic LaTeX character set only. Symbols from other sets may not 

translate correctly. 
• Avoid extensive use of \newcommand and \def. 

Some style files (text and bibliographic) that are available in the public domain may be used for most 
ACS journals, e.g., jacs.sty and jacs.bst; jpc.sty and jpc.bst; achemso. The use of the achemso style 
package is strongly encouraged. Please note that the ACS does not provide support for using these 
files. 
 
Funding Sources. During manuscript submission, the submitting author is asked to select funding 
sources from the list of agencies included in the FundRef Registry http://www.crossref.org/fundref/. 
 
Artwork  
General Considerations. Submission of graphics (illustrations) that are to be considered for 
publication in color is strongly encouraged. Color may be used to enhance the clarity of complex 
structures, figures, spectra, schemes, etc., and color reproduction of graphics is provided at no cost to 
the author. Graphics intended to appear in black and white or grayscale should not be submitted in 
color.  

To facilitate the publication process, the preferred submission procedure is to embed (paste) graphic 
files into the manuscript Word document near the point of first mention. Most graphic programs 
provide an option for changing the resolution (see below) when you are saving the image in the chosen 

http://www.ctan.org/tex-archive/macros/latex/contrib/achemso
http://pubs.acs.org/page/4authors/submission/tex.html
http://www.crossref.org/fundref/
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file format. The best practice is to save the graphic file at the final resolution and size using the 
program used to create the graphic and then paste the graphic into the manuscript document. It may 
help to print the manuscript on a laser printer to ensure all artwork is clear and legible. 

Individual graphics files, created by the author according to the following guidelines, may be uploaded 
to the ACS Paragon Plus Environment with the submitted manuscript. 

File Specifications. Acceptable file formats are TIFF, PDF, or CDX (ChemDraw file). When 
submitting individual graphics, name the files based on graphic function (i.e., Scheme1, Figure2, 
Chart3, eq4, compd5), not the scientific name. Labels for multi-part figures should be present, and the 
parts should be assembled into a single graphic. 

For TIFF files (either embedded in a Word document or submitted as individual files), the resolution 
requirements are as follow: 

• black & white line art: 1200 dpi 
• grayscale art (a monochromatic image containing shades of gray): 600 dpi 
• color art (RGB color mode): 300 dpi 

 
The RGB color mode and resolution requirements are essential for producing high-quality graphics 
within the published manuscript. Graphics submitted in CMYK or at lower resolutions may be used; 
however, the colors may not be consistent and graphics of poor quality may not be able to be 
improved. Graphics submitted at higher resolutions will be reduced to the resolution specified for the 
type of art as listed above. 

Chemical structures should be produced with the use of a drawing program such as ChemDraw.  

Size. Graphics should be submitted at the final publication size. Single-column graphics are preferred 
and can be sized up to 240 points wide (3.33 in.). Double-column graphics must be sized between 300 
and 504 points (4.167 in. and 7 in.). The maximum depth for all graphics is 660 points (9.167 in.) 
including the caption (please allow 12 pts for each line of caption text). 

Consistent sizing of letters, numbers, and labels in graphics throughout the manuscript will help ensure 
uniform graphic presentation for publication. Lettering should be no smaller than 4.5 points. Helvetica 
or Arial fonts work well for lettering. Lines should be no thinner than 0.5 point. 

Schemes 
Sequences of reactions are called schemes. Schemes may have brief titles describing their contents and 
footnotes, if needed, for further detail.  
 
Charts  
Groups of structures that do not show reactions are called charts. Charts may have brief titles 
describing their contents and footnotes, if needed, for further detail. 
 
Tables 
Tables should be used when the data cannot be presented clearly as narrative, when many numbers 
must be presented, or when more meaningful interrelationships can be conveyed by the tabular format. 
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Tables should supplement, not duplicate, information presented in the text and figures. Tables should 
be simple and concise. Each table must have a brief (one phrase or sentence) title that describes the 
contents. The title should be understandable without reference to the text. Details should be put in 
footnotes, not in the title. Define nonstandard abbreviations in footnotes. Footnotes in tables should be 
given letter designations and be cited in the table by italic superscript letters. The sequence of letters 
should proceed by line rather than by column. If a reference is cited both in the text and in a table, a 
lettered footnote that refers to the numbered reference in the text should be placed in the table. 
Tables may be created using a word-processor’s text mode or table format feature. The table format 
feature is preferred. Ensure that each data entry is in its own table cell. If the text mode is used, 
separate columns with a single tab and use a line feed (return) at the end of each row. In setting up 
tables, authors should keep in mind the type area of the ACS Photonics and should make tables 
conform to the limitations of these dimensions. 
 
All Figures, Schemes, Charts, and Tables should be rendered legibly and must be mentioned in the text 
in consecutive order. Figures, Schemes, Charts, and Tables must be numbered consecutively with 
Arabic numerals and placed in the document within the text near the point of first mention. 
 
Cover Art 
ACS Photonics will feature a different image on the cover of each issue, and images chosen for the 
cover will be printed at no cost to the author. After favorable manuscript review, authors are invited to 
submit artwork suitable for consideration as a cover graphic. Cover art should be colorful and eye-
catching and must convey the importance and significance of the research. Graphics in EPS, TIFF, 
JPEG, or PNG format (not PDF) should be 7.4 inches wide and 8.1 inches high, with a minimum 
resolution of 300 dpi (2100 × 2400 pixels), and submission of “layered” artwork is encouraged. Cover 
art files, as well as a short (<50-word), clear caption explaining the image, may be uploaded to ACS 
Paragon Plus as “Supporting Information for Review Only” during the final revision process. Requests 
for cover art should be sent to the Associate Editor who handled the manuscript or directly to the 
Editor, Dr. Harry Atwater (eic@photonics.acs.org) for consideration. Submitted images are evaluated 
and final selection is made by the editors. These images may be modified or enhanced by an ACS 
graphic artist. Selection of cover art may delay issue publication of the associated manuscript; 
however, ASAP publication will not be delayed. 

Editorial Process and Peer-Review 
Manuscripts are handled expeditiously, and full advantage is taken of Web technology in the 
submission and review of manuscripts. 
 
The Review Process 
Editors evaluate submitted manuscripts, and only those judged to fall within the scope of the journal 
and to be of potential interest to readers are sent to two or more reviewers for evaluation. Reviewers 
will evaluate the originality, technical quality, clarity of presentation, and importance to the field and 
will suggest that a paper be published, revised, or rejected. The editors evaluate the reviewers’ 
arguments in the context of the scope and aims of the journal and make the final decision on each 
manuscript.  
 
Note that editorial decisions are based on many factors. Reviewers’ concerns are considered very 
seriously. In cases when reviewers suggest differing decisions, additional information may be 

mailto:eic@photonics.acs.org
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requested from the reviewers, other experts may be consulted, and/or the authors may be asked to 
clarify questionable sections. Reviewers may be asked to review subsequent versions of the 
manuscript, especially if new data have been added to the paper, to evaluate whether the authors have 
addressed the scientific concerns. In such cases, blind copies of all reviewer comments are normally 
sent to the reviewers. This practice allows the reviewers to obtain a clear understanding of the 
expectations of the editors. The editors will expedite any additional rounds of reviews to ensure timely 
publication. 
 
ACS Photonics is committed to fair and rapid peer-review and expedited routes to manuscript 
publication. In that regard, we expect and anticipate authors to respond promptly to editorial guidance 
and feedback so as to expedite the publication process. 
 
Anonymity 
The ACS strongly disapproves of any attempts by authors to determine the identity of reviewers or to 
confront potential reviewers. The editorial policy of this journal is to neither confirm nor deny any 
speculation about the identities of our reviewers. The journal will not release the identity of a reviewer 
to the authors or to other reviewers. 
 
Professional Ethics 
All parties, editors, reviewers, and authors, are expected to adhere to the standards embodied in the 
American Chemical Society’s Ethical Guidelines to Publication of Chemical Research, which are 
available at http://pubs.acs.org/ethics. Authors are reminded of their obligation to obtain the consent of 
all their coauthors before submitting a paper for publication. If any change in authorship is necessary 
after a paper has been submitted, the corresponding author must mail or fax a signed letter to the editor 
confirming that all of the original coauthors have been notified and have agreed to the change. If any 
author is deleted after a manuscript has been submitted, the deleted author must mail or fax a signed 
letter to the editor confirming that the author has agreed to the change. 
 
Plagiarism. Manuscripts must be original with respect to concept, content, and writing. It is not 
appropriate for an author to reuse wording from other publications, including one’s own previous 
publications, whether or not that publication is cited. In publishing only original research, ACS is 
committed to deterring plagiarism, including self-plagiarism. ACS Publications uses CrossCheck's 
iThenticate software to screen submitted manuscripts for similarity to published material. Note that 
your manuscript may be screened during the submission process. Further information about plagiarism 
can be found in Part B of the Ethical Guidelines to Publication of Chemical Research. 
 

Submission Policies 
Conflict of Interest Disclosure 
A statement describing any financial conflicts of interest or lack thereof is published with each 
manuscript. This statement, provided separately from the manuscript during the submission process, 
should describe all potential sources of bias, including affiliations, funding sources, and financial or 
management relationships, that may constitute conflicts of interest (please see the Ethical Guidelines 
to Publication of Chemical Research). The corresponding author must provide a statement on behalf 
of all authors of a manuscript. If no conflict of interest is declared during the submission process, the 
following statement will be published in the manuscript: “The authors declare no competing financial 
interest.” 

http://pubs.acs.org/ethics
http://pubs.acs.org/ethics
http://pubs.acs.org/ethics
http://pubs.acs.org/ethics
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Author List 
During manuscript submission, the submitting author must provide contact information (full name, 
email address, institutional affiliation and mailing address) for all of the co-authors. Because all of the 
author names are automatically imported into the electronic Journal Publishing Agreement, the names 
must be entered into ACS Paragon Plus in the same sequence as they appear on the first page of the 
manuscript. (Note that co-authors are not required to register in ACS Paragon Plus.) The author who 
submits the manuscript for publication accepts the responsibility of notifying all co-authors that the 
manuscript is being submitted. Deletion of an author after the manuscript has been submitted requires 
a confirming letter to the Editor-in-Chief from the author whose name is being deleted. For more 
information on ethical responsibilities of authors, see the Ethical Guidelines to Publication of 
Chemical Research. 

 
Costs 
ACS Photonics does not impose any submission or publication fees. 
 
Online Publication and Publication Dates 
Just Accepted Manuscripts. Just Accepted manuscripts are accepted manuscripts that are posted on 
the ACS Publications website prior to technical editing, formatting for publication, and author 
proofing, usually within 30 minutes to 24 hours of acceptance by the editorial office. During the 
manuscript submission process, authors can choose to have their manuscript posted online as a Just 
Accepted manuscript. All authors can select the Just Accepted service. However, authors are 
responsible for ensuring that all intellectual property issues are resolved prior to manuscript 
acceptance. Because the process is completely automated, it is critical that the accepted version of the 
manuscript is complete and prepared according to the requirements in these author instructions and all 
intellectual property issues are resolved prior to acceptance. Once the manuscript is posted on the 
Web, it is accessible to all readers, and is indexed by SciFinder, Google, and other indexing services. 
For further information, please refer to the Just Accepted FAQ, at 
http://services.acs.org/pubshelp/passthru.cgi?action=kb&item=244. Note that publishing a manuscript 
as Just Accepted is not a means by which to comply with the NIH Public Access Mandate. 
 
As Soon as Publishable (ASAP). ACS Photonics will publish manuscripts As Soon As Publishable 
(ASAP) online when proofs are corrected and all author concerns are resolved, usually within 24 hours  
after the authors return their corrected proofs. These ASAP articles represent the final, published 
scientific articles of record. As with Just Accepted manuscripts, Authors should take this schedule into 
account when planning intellectual and patent activities related to a manuscript.  
 
Proofs. The corresponding author of an accepted manuscript will receive e-mail notification and 
complete instructions when page proofs are available for review via a secure Web site. Authors will 
access the secure site through ACS ChemWorx and will need an ACS ID. To obtain an ACS ID or to 
reset your password, go to www.acschemworx.org. Correction of the galley proofs is the responsibility 
of the corresponding (submitting) author. Authors will receive a link to their proofs via email. Galley 
proofs should be returned <48 hours of receipt in order to ensure timely publication. Routine 
rephrasing of sentences or additions are not permitted at the page-proof stage. Alterations should be 
restricted to serious changes in interpretation or corrections of data. It is the responsibility of the 
corresponding author to ensure that all authors listed on the manuscript agree with the changes made 
on the proofs. Corrections should be submitted according to the instructions on the author galley 
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website. Extensive or important changes on page proofs, including changes to the title or list of 
authors, are subject to Editorial review. 
 
The actual date on which an accepted paper is published on the Web is recorded on the HTML version 
of the manuscript and on the first page of the PDF version. Published manuscripts are definitive and 
may be altered only through an Addendum or Erratum. All articles published receive a unique digital 
object identifier (DOI) number (http://www.doi.org/), which may be used to cite the paper at all stages 
of its existence.  
 
Patent Activities and Intellectual Property Issues.  
Authors are responsible for ensuring that all patent activities and intellectual property issues are 
satisfactorily resolved. Acceptance and publication will not be delayed for pending or unresolved 
issues of this nature. Authors must consider that the publication date for a paper is the date of first 
disclosure, either the Just Accepted date, ASAP date, or date on which the issue is posted on the Web. 
 
Embargo on Release of Information Prior to Publication.  
Authors must use care in the disclosure of scientific results and conclusions contained in an ACS 
Photonics manuscript before the manuscript is published on the ACS Photonics “Just Accepted 
Manuscripts” or “Articles ASAP” Web site. Publication of these results and conclusions in the public 
domain (popular press, press release, preprint server, or other outlet) constitutes prior publication. As a 
result, the manuscript may be immediately withdrawn from ACS Photonics and will not be published. 

Additional Journal Information 
Language Editing and Other Services  
For a list of Language Editing Services, a list of free Viewers for Supporting Information, and more 
information on services and policies of the ACS please refer to the following link: 
http://paragonplus.acs.org.  
 
The ACS AuthorChoice Option 
The ACS AuthorChoice option establishes a fee-based mechanism for authors or their research 
funding agencies to sponsor the open availability of their articles on the Web at the time of online 
publication. Under this policy, the ACS as copyright holder will enable unrestricted Web access to a 
contributing author’s publication from the Society’s website in exchange for a fixed payment from the 
sponsoring author. ACS AuthorChoice will also enable participating authors to post electronic copies 
of published articles on their own personal websites and institutional repositories for noncommercial 
scholarly purposes and allow immediate open access to an article as soon as it is published on the ACS 
website. For more details on ACS AuthorChoice, please visit 
http://pubs.acs.org/page/policy/authorchoice/index.html. ACS AuthorChoice is one way in which 
authors can comply with NIH and Wellcome Trust open access policies. Wellcome Trust will 
reimburse the ACS AuthorChoice fee. 
 
ACS offers three options by which authors can fulfill the requirement of manuscript deposit for NIH 
funded research. For further information, please refer to the following Website: 
http://pubs.acs.org/page/policy/nih/index.html.  
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Sharing Manuscripts – ACS Articles on Request 
Under the ACS Articles on Request policy, the Society will provide (free of charge) to all contributing 
authors a unique URL within the ACS Web site that they may e-mail to colleagues or post on external 
websites. These author-directed links are designed to facilitate distribution of an author’s published 
work to interested colleagues in lieu of direct distribution of the PDF file by the author. The ACS 
Articles on Request policy allows 50 downloads within the first year after web publication and 
unlimited access via the same author-directed links 12 months after web publication. For additional 
details, please refer to the following link: http://pubs.acs.org/page/policy/articlesonrequest/index.html 
 
Reprints 
Hardcopy reprints must be ordered when the galley proof is received. A reprint order form, showing 
the cost of reprints, is included with the galley proof. Please review the ordering instructions and 
return the reprint order form with purchase order or payment. Reprints will be shipped in ~2 weeks of 
the published issue date.  
 
Free Sample Issue 
ACS Photonics provides free online access to the first issue of the latest volume, which may be 
accessed at http://pubs.acs.org/photonics.  
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